
In this practical alchemy course we will learn the history of 
Hermetic Mysticism and the techniques used by the fathers 
of modern chemistry, herbology and medicine. We’ll look at 
various laboratory apparatuses, their description, set-up and 
use, as well as laboratory safety. This weekend followed by 
its optional Monday workshop, will provide a wide spectrum 
of alchemical teachings.

Introduction to Alchemy
Join us for an exploration into the philosophy, theory and practice of alchemical tradition.

Aurelius Electrum is an eclectic researcher and 
educator from Canada who has spent the last twenty 

years studying various forms of esoteric knowledge and 
phenomena including Alchemy and Sacred Geometry.

Manhattan NYC, NOVEMBER 19-20-21, 2011
A weekend workshop with an extra Advanced Monday
guided and taught by Aurelius Electrum, from Canada. 

Sponsored by: www.AcademyHealingNutrition.com       www.AcademySacredGeometry.com      www.FengShuiSeminars.com

ORMUS – What is it? ORMUS or 
m-state materials are thought to be the precious 
metal elements in a different atomic state. Join 
us in uncovering the ancient history and modern 
use of this unique state of matter. Learn how you 
can capture and utilize these amazing elements 
in your own kitchen. Walk in the footsteps of the 
ancients and cross the bridge of time into the 
latest understanding of quantum mechanics, 
bio-medicinal properties and permaculture 
applications of these amazing substances.

Your Sponsor, Roger Green, has just returned 
from a desert in UAE, where along with other 
technologies, URMUS was made and applied 
to its desert sands to help grow crops. Urmus 
is also taken internally with remarkable healing 
properties. You will learn how to make it, keep 
it and use it. You will walk away with your own 
bottle of URMUS for use over the following 
months.

Through the art of distillation, we’ll create an 
alchemical menstrum for use in future alchemical 
training courses. This will be your foundation 
course for future events planned in 2012. 
Because of limited space, those attending this 
foundation will have priority for planned courses 
involving:
• Making Incense – for Ritual and Pleasure
• Making tonic herbal remedies
• Advanced Urmus remedies

Fee: Weekend only: $500 
(includes all materials)

Add Monday: total $650


